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SZEGÖ LIMIT THEOREMS FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
BY

A. J. E. M. JANSSEN AND STEVEN ZELDITCH

Abstract. Let H = - '1d2/dx1 + [x2 be the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian on

Z.:(R). and let A be a selfadjoint DO of order O in the Beals-Fefferman class with

weights qp = 1, *(.*, £) = (1 + 11 \2 + | x f)l/2. Form the measure fi(f) =

lim ̂ „.(1/rank 7rA)tr/(7rx/lwA) where n^Air^ is the compression of/( onto the span

of the Hermite functions with eigenvalue less than or equal to A. Then one has the

following Szegö limit theorem:

M(/)=   lim  TTÍ f(a(x,())dxdí    for/GC(R).

For the special case where f(x) = x, this will be proved for a considerably wider

class of operators by employing the Weyl correspondence. Moreover, by using

estimates on Wigner functions of Hermite functions we are able to prove the full

Szegö theorem for a fairly general class of multiplication operators.

0. Introduction. Pseudo-differential operator theory provides a natural framework

in which to discuss correspondence principles between classical and quantum

mechanics. Indeed, one of the origins of the theory was the "Weyl correspondence"

[We] between functions aix, £) on phase space T*R and operators awix, D) on

L2(R) by means of the formula

(0.1) aw(x, D)u(x) = j¿fa(-¿(x+y),^u(y)ei<x-r-(>dydt

Moreover, the requirement that operator brackets [aw, bw] should correspond (as

much as possible) to the poisson bracket of the symbols [a, b) leads to the selection

of classes of symbols to which orders may be assigned, so that [aw, bw] = [a, b)w +

lower order. What "lower order" should be depends upon the application; fre-

quently in appalications to quantum mechanics it means a higher order dependence

on Planck's constant h [V].

In this paper, we will use the pseudo-differential and Weyl correspondence to

relate various averages of operators to averages of the symbols. Whether using

conventional \pDO theorem (as in Part I) or other kinds of analysis (as in Part II), a

basic principle is that lower order terms should vanish in the averaging.

Let us now state the basic results. First, fix H = - {d2/dx2 + {x2, the harmonic

oscillator Hamiltonian on L2(R) and let ttx be orthogonal projection onto the span of
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the Hermite functions with eigenvalue less than À. Correspondingly, let H(x, Í-)

= 4£2 + \x2 be the classical Hamiltonian and let Bx be the energy disc {(x, ¿)|

Hix, ¿) < X) of energy less than or equal to X. Then for certain corresponding pairs

(a, A) we will show:

(i) Averaging theorem.

^JBa(x,Odxdi~-^^tr(*xA*x)

as X -» oo. Intuitively the compression of A to [tp E L2(R)| (H^, <p)/(tp, <p)=s X) has

average value asymptotic to the average value of the compression of its symbol to

{(x,|)er*R|i/(x,|)<X}.
(ii) Szegö theorem.

^fBf(a(x,0)   dxdi~-^trf(«xA«x)

as X -» oo, and for f E C(R). This defines a limiting measure p of the sequence

jttA/rank 77A, with iix(f) = tr f(TtxAtTx). Intuitively, letting f be approximately the

characteristic function of an interval, this says that the distribution of values of the

compressed a is asymptotic to the distribution of values of the compressed A.

In Part I of this paper the "certain corresponding pairs" will consist of symbols a

of order O in a special case of the Beals-Fefferman calculus (see [Be, Hö]). We could

also use the more special, and for applications less realistic, calculi of pseudo-

Toeplitz operators of Grossman, Loupias and Stein (see [GLS, H]). The great utility

of these calculi is that (as we mentioned above) symbols of products are products of

symbols plus terms which vanish in the averaging, and, in general, lower order terms

will never show up in the limits. We should also add that some extra conditions on

the symbols are needed to insure the existence of the limits.

In Part II, we will prove the averaging theorem for operators A corresponding,

under the Weyl correspondence, to symbols a E L(T*R) which have mean values on

T*R. Here the symbols do not belong to symbol calculi, and so one must work with

explicit formulae for symbols and kernels, rather than with \pDO approximations. In

the ensuing analysis, however, one gets more precise error estimates than is possible

in the \pDO theory. This is related to the fact that Weyl's correspondence can be

described in terms of Wigner functions (symbols of projection operators) and the

fact that we are able to get good estimates on the Wigner functions of Hermite

functions. In this part we also prove the Szegö theorem for potentials V(x), although

some indications for the general case are given at the end of §4. The assumptions on

V are not of "symbol" type, so that we can free ourselves of the <pDO approach.

(One advantage of working with potentials is that symbols of powers are the powers

of symbols, so no lower terms enter in. In general, all symbol manipulations are

simplified in using potentials.)

The similarity of these results to the work of Widom should be clear to anyone

familiar with it (see [Wi, Gu]). Some of the proofs are borrowed with little change

from these papers, as will be noted below. We would also like to thank Alan

Weinstein for conversations and encouragement.
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Part I. The \pDO approach

In this part we will prove the averaging and Szegö theorems for symbols a(x, |) in

a special Beals-Fefferman class S£.

0. Preliminaries.

Definition   0.1.   Let   Sg = [a(x, |)|a E CX(RX X R^ia^a^ Ca/J4>m~^}

where $(*,£) = (1 + I*I2 + l£|2)1/2-

In the language of [Be], Sg is the space of symbols of order m relative to the

weights <jp = 1 and $ above.

Definition 0.2. Let Ê™ = {A = a(x, D)\a E Sg). Here we will use the "Weyl

correspondence" definition

a(x, D)u(x) = j^ fa^x + y), £]Ju(y)e'tf*-y) dydÇ,

although our conclusions are valid for the usual "derivatives first" definition as well.

We also write a(x, D) = Opx/2(a(x, £)) and a(x, ¿) = o%(x, ¿).

The class of \pDO 's in this calculus is closed under composition, and one has the

following

(0.3) Composition rule. If A = a(x, D) E ££, and B = b(x, D) E ££ and a ° b =

olB then A ° B E ££+" and

S i / i \M a a      aa \J

where asymptotics are taken relative to the symbol grading, i.e.

Proof. Essentially the same as [Be, Theorem 4.1].

We will need the following well-known

(0.4) Trace rule. If A is a trace class ^DO with smooth kernel kA(x, y), then

aA = M(x,i)dxdt
Proof.

so

tr./4 = I kA(x, x) dx = -z— I a(x, £) dx d£   where a = oA.
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Finally, we recall these basic facts about the Hermite operator (cf. [Sz,U]):

(i)    Heel,
(ii)     spec H = [n + 4},

(iii)     e~'H is a trace class xpDO with Weyl symbol

o:-,„(x, i) = o(t, x, è) = —1—e-^c/2x-2+í2),
e    v       '       v '      cosh i/2

(iv)     tr <T'" =
2 sinh i/2 '

1. Computing traces. One advantage in using the Weyl calculus is that we get a

very simple formula for the trace tr Ae~'". Indeed, for A E ££,

irAe-"' = ¿/«&-»•(*. ¿) <**# = 2~/a(*< 0 ° a(?' *• Ê) dxdi.

In the Weyl calculus, we have for symbols a and b of arbitrary order, and with

u(z, f; r, t) = f/ — ZT,

a ° ¿»(je, |) = Jü(x + z, £ + f )A(x + r, | + T)e2'^:-iu-T)dzdUtdT

(see [Hö, p. 374]). Writing x + z = z, £ + f = £ x + t = t, £ + t = t, one gets

I a ° b(x, £) cíx é/£

= fa(z,¿ )b(i,r)exp{2i{x(S-f) + |(/- z)

+ co(z, f; i,T)))dxdidzd^dtdj

=  (a(t, r)b(t, r)dTdt.

Therefore

(1.3) \xAe-" = fa(x, £)a(i, x, £) dx </£

= 2^72 /*<*• ¿)exp(-tanh i/2(x2 + ?)) dx d*.

Changing to polar variables z = x + r'£ = re'B we get

(1.4) -z-l-7—r i2" Caire16 )expi-tanh t/2r2)rdr dB,
v     ' 27rcosh//2/0   ^o

whence letting p = r2 we get

where o„(p) = (l/2»)/,"'«(pi»)*
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Finally,

tr£>-'"= --,- iexp(-tanh(//2)(x2-r-ê2))dxdê= , . /,    „. ,
2trcoshit/2)J    FV v/   A ;/ 2sinh(//2)

so that

or letting w = e~2'

(1.7) =TT^Çe-r°-W) AX+Wi°~(fr)dr-

Summing up, we have, for A E £$,

Proposition 1.8. If one of the following limits exists, then so does the other and they

assume the same value:

(i)lima0(l/tr^"/)tr(^e-"/).

iiï)lim^0ejxe-crameifF)dr.

2. Abelian-Tauberian theorem and the averaging theorem. The limits (i) and (ii)

may be replaced by limits of other averaging procedures via Karamata's Tauberian

theorem. Indeed, we have

Proposition 2.1.

lim--trAe~'H=   lim -
no tre "-oc n

where itn = projection onto the span of the first n Hermite functions, {»//} and where

equality means that if one side exists, then so does the other and assumes the same

value.

Proof. Let <p(À) = trirxAtrx = '2j+x/2s;X(A4'j, ty). Then

£ = |(^)S(/-(y+i

so the Laplace transform

d(px< ? {A^,^)e^+x^' = trAe-''{%)(*)=   i {A*Jt*j)eW» = *Ae

But Karamata's theorem says lim,l0ttid(p/dX)it) = limn^x<p[0, n]/n which is

equivalent to the stated proposition, since tre""7 ~ 1/f.

Proposition 2.2.

limef  e-eraaJf)dr=   lim - ( ame(f) dt
e-0   ^0 r-oo   I  J0 K       '

where equality again means one limit exists if and only if the other does.
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Proof. This is again an application of Karamata's Tauberian theorem (see e.g.

[Si]).
Summing up §§1 and 2 we may state the averaging theorem for A E ££:

Theorem 1. If one of the following limits exists, then so does the other and assumes

the same value:

(i) lim„^^l/nMtr,,Air,,).

(ii) hmT^JA/2itT)lH(xi)<iTa(x, £)dxd£.

Proof.

lim 1 (TaaJfr) dr =   lim —A^{Ta(re'6)rdrdQ
r-oo  l J0 T-oo ttT   Jo    Jo

=   lim -z—= I a(x,£)dxd£
r-œ  ItTl  Jfl(j(,{)<r

and the rest follows from Propositions 1.8, 2.1 and 2.2.

Remark 1. One may paraphrase the averaging theorem as follows: The average

value of A, compressed to that part of quantum phase space where the energy is less

than n, is asymptotic to the average value of a compressed to that part of phase

space where the energy is less than n. Here we interpret 2ttT = area(H < T) and

n = rank wn and compare volumes to dimensions as usual. In this form, the theorem

is valid in great generality, as we will show in a later paper.

Remark 2. A simple sufficient condition for the existence of these limits is that

aave has a limit as r -» oo, or that a has radial limits. These are strong assumptions,

but if they hold for a, then they do as well for f(a) (/ E C(R)), so that the Szegö

theorem of the next section is not vacuous.

3. The Szegö theorem. In this section, we prove the following Szegö type theorem.

Theorem 2. Let px(f) = tr f(itxAirx), /£ C(R). Then the sequence of measures

(l/X)px has a weak limit jn given by

p(f)=   lim -r^-j     f(a(x,t))dxdi.
7--00  ¿Tl  Jf/^T

The main step in the proof, following Widom, is to replace (I/X)tr f("RxA-rrx) by

(l/X)trTrxf(A)Trx for polynomial/, and to apply the averaging theorem to the latter

sequence. We may say this in another way. By the spectral theorem, one has for each

vector \p E L2(R) the spectral measure n^,(f) = (\p, f(A)\p). In particular, one has

the measures ju.^, \p¡ being the/th Hermite function, and one may form the spectral

measures

y + l/2«SA

One then needs to show limx_00(l/X)ux = limA^co(l/X)>'x and that

lim (1/A)'x(/) =   lim(l/2*r)/'     f(a(x,i))dxdi.
X-00 T-oc JH*iT
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To exploit Widom's proof, we will have to pass from H to fW. The eigenvalues of

fH are Xn = yjn + 1/2 ; let Pn be the projection onto the eigenspace of eigenvalue

y1» + 1/2 and let Px = l^TTÄ^P» (= »xO-

Proposition 3.1. {H = 0P¡ (J%2/2 + x2/2 ) + B where B is bounded on L2.

Proof. This is a familiar fact in \pDO theory, so we only briefly recall the proof

(see [T, p. 289]).

Let

Hx/2 = OPx/2(]j{e + x2)/2).

Then

o h     h    = T Ve2 + x2 ° h2 + x2
"1/2 ■ "1/2 2

=i^eXp(i(!!-!!))^

= ^(£2 + x2) + r(x,|)    where/-E^1.

Thus (tV1/2)2 = H + R, where i? E £¿' hence bounded (see [T or H]). Now let Y be

a curve in the complex plane enclosing both spec H and speciH + R). Then

"w^JZ-if^d^f'^dX

= i-Kfx^iH + R-xy'dx
2-rri JT

= ^-(xx/2iH-X)-]\l+ iH-X)-[R.]']dX.
2lTl Jy L J

Using (1 + A)~x = 1 - (1 + A)~XA we get

= ^-(xx/2iH-xyidx

- j-fxx/2(H - xyl(i + (h - \)-1r)'\h - xylR dx.

It is easy to see the second term is bounded, so we have Hx/2 = fH + B, as desired.

Wc now derive the basic lemma required in replacing \ix by vx.

Lemma 3.2. // A : L2(R) -» L2(R) is in £$ and Px are the projections for {H as

above, then

WKMA - Px)||2 = o(/rankPx) = o(X).

Here || ||2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm icompare [Gu, p. 244]).

Proof.

PmAPn==^YnPm[{H,A}Pn.
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For any X, S > 0, \\PxA(l - Px)\\22 = \\PXA(PX+S - Px)\\2 + \\PxA(l - Px+S)\\j. But

[/if, A] = [Hx/2, A] + [B, A] is bounded by Lemma 3.2 and the composition rules

of the \pDO calculus. So

\\PxA(l - Px)\\2 < |M||2rank(Px+s - Px) + Ô'2\\[H, ^]||rank Px.

But rank(Px+s - Px) = 2X8 + S2, rank Px = A2. So

X~2\\PxAil - Px)\\l < cjy + ^+ 8-4 - j2    as A ̂  co.

But S is arbitrarily large, so ||PX/4(1 — Px)||2 = o(X), as desired.

Recalling that Px? = ttx, we get

Corollary 3.3. \\ttxAttx \\2 = o(fX).

It now follows, as in Widom's proof, that X~xivxif) — px(f)) = oil) for poly-

nomial /. Indeed, one writes tt± = I — tt, TTxAk-nx = ttxAíttx + 77/)^ • • ■ Attx =

ÍTTxATTx)k + terms with at least one factor of ttxAitx . But we have just seen that

\\ttxA^ ||, « KII2IK^xll2 = oiX), so \\ttxA\ - (^xA-nx)k\\x = o(X). Conse-

quently, \\irxf(A)irx - f(irxAirx% = o(A) for any polynomial/.

Thus limx^x(vx(f)/X) = limx-00(/xx(/)/A) for polynomials/.

Lemma 3.4.

lim T"x(/)=  um ^=f     f(a(x,Z))dxdt

for polynomials f.

Proof. For any polynomial/,/( A) E £$. By the averaging theorem.

1        /   ,x
lim T"Áf)=  um Ytr7Tx/(^)77x

X —00  A X-oo  A

=  lim JZt (     <JpA)(x^)dxdè,
r-00  ¿W7  J/i^r

assuming either of the limits exists.

By the composition rule, oy(/))(x, £) =/(a(x, £)) + /-(x, £) with r(x, £) E S^'.

Since any /• E S¿x satisfies |r(x, £)|< C • (1 + |x|2 + |£|2)~1/2, it is clear that its

mean value is 0. Thus

hm Y"x(/)=  um yW     f(a(x,i))dxdt
x-00 a r-oc Ziry 7H<7-

assuming either limit exists.

(As previously mentioned, the assumption that a has radial limits implies that

these means exist for all continuous/.)

Corollary 3.5 (Szegö theorem).

hmA-yx(/) = u(/)=  lim -¿-/     f(a(x,i))dxdt

for all fE C(R).
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Proof. The eigenvalues a} of ttxAttx are bounded by ||^4|| for all X, i; the values of

a(x, £) are bounded by some constant C. Any continuous g E C(R) can be

approximated   uniformly   on   / = {|x|*£ max(||<4||, C)}   by   a   polynomial  f   so

\\f-g\Lj<e.Then

{(^(g)-H(O)
r2«(«ix)-/K) <e

' lim jlJ.x(g) = Hm lim yux(/E)

-lim lim -^—(     f(a(x,t))dxdt

1     f
-  lim —- /      g(a(x,£))£fxrf£.

T^oo  ^W7  7H<r

So the theorem holds for all g E C(R).

Part II. The special function approach

0. Introduction. In this part we take H = -(l/4tT2)(d2/dx2) + x2 (Hermite

operator; the normalization chosen here is more convenient for our purposes than

that of Part I) and consider trace and Szegö limit theorems for bounded linear

operators A of L2(R) outside the context of t^DO-theory. The simple commutator

argument of Part I will not be available here to estimate effects of off-diagonal terms

of A. However, the framework of operators and their Weyl symbols will be

maintained; it is the calculus of symbols that is dropped.

We again use the Weyl symbols of operators since these give rise to explicit

formulas, in terms of Wigner functions, for the matrix elements of bounded

operators A relative to the basis (\pk)k of Hermite functions. These formulas will

allow us to deal in the trace theorem with fairly general A's, and in the Szegö

theorem with fairly general multiplication operators Mv. (The restriction to multipli-

cation operators in the Szegö theorem is natural since we need operators A for which

the Weyl symbol oA satisfies f(oA) = of,A) if /is a continuous function.) In particular,

smoothness assumptions may be dropped.

More precisely, we will show the following theorems.

Theorem ILL Let A be a bounded operator of L2(R) whose Weyl symbol a is

bounded. Let tt„ be the orthogonal projection onto the span of the first n Hermite

functions. If one of the two limits

1    f
im — / a(x,£,)dxd£
-on TTl J^ + t2<T
lim

T

and

lim —— traced ,4 irj
« — oo n — i

exists, then so does the other and assumes the same value. If A = Mv (multiplication

by V E L°°(R)) the first limit may be replaced by hmT^Jl/2T)\\V(x) dx.
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For multiplication operators Mv where V: R -» R belongs to a fairly large subset

of L°°(R) including all almost periodic functions and all V 's for which lim^^ x V(x)

exists, we have the following Szegö limit theorem.

Theorem II.2. ///: R -» C is continuous, then

1 1 T

lim ——¡-tracef(ir„Mvir„) =  lim —Í f(V(x))dx.
»i-oo n -i- i r-oo ¿7 •f-7-

1. The Weyl correspondence and Wigner functions. We begin by reviewing the

Weyl correspondence between functions a(x, ¿) on R2 and operators acting on

L2(R). Relevant references here are [GLS, Hö, dB, D and H], but since our normali-

zations are slightly different we prefer to give some details.

Let a(x, i) be in Schwartz' class 5"(R2). Then we define the Weyl operator

aw = aw(x, D) associated with a as follows. For any two functions/ and g in S(R)

we define the Wigner function W(f, g) or W(x, £; f, g) of /and g as (an overhead

bar denotes complex conjugation)

W(x, £; /, g) = jV2""V(x + ^)g(x - ±r) dt.

We have W(f, g) E S(R2) for all / and g in 5(R). Now we define a"' by requiring

that (awf,g) = (W(f,g),d) for all / and g in S(R). The operator a"' so defined

maps S(R) continuously into S'(R); its Schwartz kernel Aw E S'(R2) is related to a

by the formula

a(x, t)=JAw[yx +-\t,x- ^r je"2*"*dt

(this identity is to be interpreted in the distributional sense). In particular, if we take

a = W(tp, \p), aw is the operator <p ® if, i.e. awf = (f, \p)y.

The attention paid below to Wigner functions is consistent with the pseudo-

differential theme of treating operators via their symbols rather than their kernels.

Much of it is devoted to getting exact results on full symbols, rather than on leading

order terms.

it is known that if a E LP(R2), 1 < p < 2, then a**' is of Schatten //-class where

P' = P(P ~ 1) ' (cr [H, §3.5]). On the other hand, if A is a bounded operator on

L2(R), then there is an a E [S5]' such that (Af, g) = (W(f, g), 5) for all/, g E S(R).

Here [S5]'is the dual of

S5 = f/l/E C5(R2), max sup|(l + x2 + £2)(5~H)/2a;'£/|< oo]
I \m\<5 I

(see [D] for details). We call a the Weyl symbol of A. Hence, if A is a bounded linear

operator of L2(R), then we can write

traceOvK) = ( £ W(^k,^k),d\
\ k=o I

where the \pk's are the Hermite functions. In general the matrix elements of A (with

respect to the t/^'s) are given by (A\pk, \px) = (W(\pk, \px), a).
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In §2 we shall give a number of estimates and formulas about the W(\pk, i^,)'s.

The explicitness of these show clearly the advantage of the Weyl symbol over the

usual one for our purposes; in particular, one has in many cases a good idea how

fast (l/n + 1) trace(TT,,ATr„) approaches its limit if n -» oo. It is, furthermore,

important to note that A is selfadjoint if a is real.

The following gives an alternative description of the Weyl correspondence (this is

Weyl's original set up). For (q, p) E R2 we define the unitary operators Tq, Rp, Wq

by

(Tqf)(x) =f(x + q),    (Rpf)(x) = e-2"">*f(x),

WqJ=e-^RqTqf.

If a E S"(R2), we define the symplectic Fourier transform ä E S"(R2) of a by

ä(q,p) = je2",{xp-í'i)a(x,£)dxd£.

It can be shown that for all/ E S(R)

awf = ¡Wqpfa(q,p)dqdp;

that is, in the inversion formula

a(x, £) = fe2"«'i(-px)ä(q, p) dqdp,

we replace the exponential exp(2ffz(rj£ — px)) by its "quantization" W   .

2. Hermite functions and Wigner functions. The following objects and observa-

tions are basic to the Hermite theory in this paper.

(a) The Hermite operator H = -il/4tr2)id2/dx2) + x2.

(b) The Hermite function »//„(x) = e-™2//„(*v^)(2"_'/2«!),/2, where Hnix) =

i-l)"ex\d/dx)"e~x' is the «th Hermite polynomial, n = 0,1,_

ic)H4,„ = in+ 2-)?r-]>Pn,n = 0,1,....

(d)exp(wx2 - 2w(x - iv)2) = Ix=0cnw"xPnix) where c„ = in\yx/22-x/\4-n)n/2.

(e) Mehler's formula for the kernel e""'H (compare [dB,§27.6.3]) may be written

as

£ ^"+l^(x)t(^)= (-¿7),/2exp(-¿7((x2+J2)coshi + 2xy))

n — 0

for Re / > 0, x, y E C. Alternatively,

„=o \ I - w¿ I \      1 — w¿ 1 - w¿ I

(f) The Wigner function W/(x, ¿; \pm, \pm) is given by

W(x, €; *m, *J = 2 - (-l)me-2^2+^Lm(4w(x2 + |2)),
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where Lm is the mth Laguerre polynomial of order 0 (cf. [Ja, Gr]). Note that

W(x, |; \pm, ipm) is the Weyl symbol of the projection operator \pm ® \pm onto the

spanoft/v

(g) If we write x + /'£ = re'e, then

W(x,£, *m+k,*m) = 2 ■ i-l)mJ {m^'kV e-'k\4'nr2)k/2e-2^Ük/(4^r2)

where L{nk) is the wth Laguerre polynomial of order k, for which the generating

function is given by 2^=0wmL^\x) = (1 - H>)-*~'exp(-xw(l - iv)1) for |w|< 1,

x > 0. Consequently, W(re'6; i>m+k, ̂ m) has the form e'ik9<bnuk(r), as already

observed in [Gr]. The above follows from the formula

mini*,/)   , y   , ,k + l-2j      ,(/-*)«

ckc,W(x,£,Ml) = 2x/2exp(-2*r2)    2     {-iP-    (I     ■!,    77—T7
/=i        J-        {k-j)\     (l-j)x

(the cA.'s are as in (d)). This formula can be found in [Ja, Gr].

(h) tt„, the orthogonal projection onto span^ | k < n), itself has the Weyl symbol

k=0 A=0

Since

tr t¡„At¡„ = Jo„[x,£)aix,£)dxd£,

one interpretation of the trace theorem (as observed to us by Alan Weinstein) is that

a„ is approximately the characteristic function of the «th energy disc. One of us

(A. J. E. M. Janssen) intends to elaborate this point further. At present we can say

the following: The sums "Zk=0rVix, |; \pk, \pk) =:S„(x, £) are nonnegative, uniformly

bounded, very small if w(x2 + |2) > nil + e) if e > 0 is fixed and n is large, and

S„ix, £) -» 1 uniformly on any compact set of (x, £)'s not containing (0,0). This

information, though useful, is not sufficient to prove the trace theorem since the

behavior of 5„(x, £) should also be known in the region {-n < 7r(x2 + £2) < n, say.

In the remainder of this section, we shall derive estimates for Wire'6; \pk, »f/). We

have, of course, | Wire'6; t/^, >///)!=£ 2. More precise information can be obtained

from [Sz, Theorem 8.91.2] which gives the asymptotic behavior of

maxé?-v/2xx|L<,a>(x)|        (« - oo)

if a is fixed and A E R. Unfortunately, we need estimates for Wire'6; \pk, »M where

k, I -» oo independently. The result we prove below is not the best possible, but it

suffices for the analysis of the multiplication operators and certain operators of more

general type. We are especially interested in an estimate that shows that

Wire'6; \pk, ip¡) is small if / — A: is sufficiently large. For that gives us an estimate of

the "off-diagonal" part of the matrix of an operator A (relative to the basis (\pk)k)

whose matrix elements are given by (A\pk, \p¡) = (W(\pk, \p,), ä). Such an estimate is,

of course, not necessary if we are only interested in trace theorems, but if we want to

prove Szegö limit theorems, we definitely cannot do without it.
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The basic result is contained in the following lemma.

Lemma II. 2.1. We have for I > k, r > 0, 0 E R

I I l\\x/2!2eTt]/2r\'-kl 4irr2\k
W(re'6;Ml)\<^        \^^-\ 1 +

2\k\ l-k   ] l-k
-2nr¿

Proof. As observed before | Wire'6; ^m+k, i>m)\ is a function of r alone. Hence it

is sufficient to investigate (7^, $,) = 2(-l)'W({a,0; i//fc, ̂,) (recall that (TJ)(t) =

fit + a)). We get a convenient expression for iTa\pk,\p,) by using the Bargmann

transform (cf. [Jb]). The Bargmann transform Bf of an / E L2(R) is defined as

(Bf)(z) = 2'/4/%xp(^z2 - n(t - zf)f(t) dt

=   £   <^jM(^/2z)"
»7 = 0    v"!

for z E C. We have the formulas (cf. [Jb or Ba])

(/, g) = (Bf, Bg)c = (exp{-v\z\2)(Bf)(z)(Bg)(z)dz,

(BTJ)(z) = expf-^a2 - toz)(t3/)(z + a),

(V/2z)"
(Bt„)(z)=^

Here/, g E L2(R), a E R, n = 0,1,_Therefore we get

r(k + l)/2

Using polar coordinates z = re'6 in the integral

(k + l)/2    f I      \ \

(TJk^i) =     ,-    / exp[--ira2 - traz  (z + a)Vexp(-7/-|z|2) dz.

ckl(a) '■=  J exp(-Tr\z\2-waz)(z + a) z1 dz

we get

Ckt(a) =  r f *exp(-77/-2 - irare'6)(re'6 + af >'+«*-«•dd

'0 l-'O

Substituting w = ei6 (6 E [0,2-n]) in the integral I(r, a, I, k) between { } we get

= j   rl+iexp(-irr2)lf \xp(-ttare'6)(re,e + a)ke"16 dd\ dr

I(r,a,l,k)= - f     e-"awr(rw + a)kw-'-
l  7|uíi— i

dw

J\w\=R

= -[      e-™wr(rw + a)kw-'-x dw

,N-,
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for any R > 0. Take R = (/ — k)/m \ a \ r. On the circle \w\= Rwe estimate

\eXpi-„awr)irw + a)kw->-x\<e<-k(^ +\a\}k (^)'+]

= e'-ki^a\)'~k+\l - k)-°-k)-]ll + ~) V*.

Here we have assumed that / > k. We therefore get

|C,Xa)|<2^^(w|fl|)/-i'(/-^)-(/-^(l + ^)7oV/+,e-^^

Hence, if a E R and / > k.

This concludes the proof.

This estimate on iTa\pk, \p,) is fairly good, for it shows that iTa\pk, \p,) has a zero of

order / - k at a = 0 and that (7^, ^) = 0(|a|/+*exp(- {-na2)) for large a.

Corollary. For any C > 0 there is a o > 0 such that

\iTJk^,)\^C^kexp(-\Tra2)

for all a ER and all k, I with k^a2,l - k^\a\ fk/o.

Proof. Let e > 0. We consider (7>A, »//,) for k > a1, I - k > fk/e. We have

(since /!/*:!</'"*, k/H - k) < e2(/ - A:))

.       / /! \x/2!e7TX/2\a\\'-k      I -nka2 \     .   2

Í ewl/2lf3|/1/2 l'-A"    ,   ,
<{       ^7      exp(^V)]      H™\

Now /1/2/(/ - £) < e(l + £-lk-x/2)l/2 =£ e(l + dale)-1)1/2, so

l(%.*/)l< {ewI/2|fl|e(l + (\a\e)-iy/2ap{«\a?¿)}'~ke-*wal.

Hence, if a is the solution of the equation ew1/2a(l + a_1)l/2exp(7ra2) = C, and

e = o/\a\, then | (La^., ^) |< C/_Aexp(- Wo2) for k > a2, I - k > fk /e =

I a I {k /o. This completes the proof.

Remark. This lemma says that for k s* a2 the size of the set of all / s* k for which

(Ta\pk, \p,) cannot be neglected is 0(|a\Jk).

3. The proof of Theorem ILL The proof of the first half of Theorem II. 1 uses

similar arguments as the proof of Theorem 1 of Part I; to keep the two parts

independent we give the following quick proof with the aid of Wigner functions. Let
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Abe a bounded operator of L2(R) whose Weyl symbol a is bounded. As observed in

§1 of Part II we have

»» »i

tracei-rr,^,,) =   2 (/%,**) =   2 (»T**•**). «)■
k=0 k=Q

Consider Fiw) := 1x=0wkiA\pk, \pk) for |w|<l. The numbers iA\pk,\pk) are

bounded since A is bounded. By a simple Tauberian theorem we have: if one of the

limits lim„_o0(trace(7r„y47rn))/(n + 1) and limw^x_il — w)Fiw) exists then so does

the other and assumes the same value. By §2(f), (g) we can write Fiw) as

(G(-, •; w), a), wherex, £ E R,|w|< 1, and

G(x,í;w):=   2 wkW(x,t\*k,*k)
k = 0

= 2(l+w)-lexp(-27r(x2 + ¿2)|^).

Hence, it is sufficient to investigate when

lim 2£Íexp(~277(x2 + £2)e)a(x, £) dxd£

exists. Changing to polar coordinates (x, ¿) = ricos 6, sinö) and performing the

substitution u = 2ffr2 we can write the above limit as lime_0+efxe~euaave(u) du,

where

aave(") = jzj *a(vV2ir(cos0,sin0)) dB.

rem in [Si, pp. 107-108] applied with

/*([0,r])=  (Ta3Ju)du,       y= 1,
■»n

^2tt

'0

From the Tauberian theorem in [Si, pp. 107-108] applied with
'T

J0

we know that if one of the limits

Jrx , 1   [T
exp(-£u)aave(u) du   and     lim — /  amc(u) du

o r-oc 7 A)

exists then so does the other and assumes the same value. Now since

1 T 1

~= i aave("W" = -^ I a(x,£)dxd£
1 J0 TTl 7x2+i2<7-

the proof of the first part of Theorem II. 1 is complete.

Note. A sufficient Tauberian condition on a to apply the theorem just quoted is:

there is a z E C and 6 E R such that all values of aave(u) lie in the set {z + re"" | r E

[0, oo), a E [6, 6 + w/2]}. This is definitely weaker than the boundedness assump-

tion on a. Since the Tauberian theorem is applied on aave, and not on a itself, we can

even allow certain distributions for a. We shall not pursue this point.

The second half of the proof of Theorem II. 1 deals with the case that A = Mv, the

multiplication operator by V E L°°(R) whose Weyl symbol a is given by a(x, £) =

V(x). That is, we want to replace

(*) lim -4= f V(x)dxd£ =   lim —t [AV(x)]jl - (x/A)2dx
r-oc "■/ Jxi+t2x;T a~x vA j_a
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by

(**) lim  -=\=, ¡TV(x)
T^x  ¿I  J_t

dx.

Although this can be done directly by using Wiener's Tauberian theorem, the

following argument is perhaps more instructive. As before we can consider

limK_, ( 1 — w)F(w) instead of (*), where F(w) = 2^=0R>"(A/(/t/'„, \p„). By Mehler's

formula (§2(g))

1/2

F(w) = (r^y /_°°^*)«p(-2"
1 — w   -

X' dx.
1 + w

Hence studying (1 — w)Fiw) as w -» 1- amounts to studying

el/2/"    V{x)exp(-TTEx2)dx    as e - 0 + .
■'-3C

We need the following Tauberian theorem.

Proposition II.3.1. Let f: [0, oo) — C be bounded and measurable. If one of the

limits limT^0Bil/T)j(ffix)dx and lime_o+ (2e)l/2/0oc/(x)exp(-'/7£x2) dx exists, then

so does the other and assumes the same value.

Proof. Let Kxit) = e~'x[0.x(t), K2(t) = e'expi--ne~2') for t E R. If we take

T=ey, e = e~2y and substitute x = e", we can write (l/7)/0r/(x) dx and

E1/2/o°°/(^)exp(-7r£X2)i/x as Jxxf(e")Kxiy - u) du and jxxfie")K2iy - u) du re-

spectively. The Fourier transforms of Kx and K2 are given respectively by

1

/

'"""'W^Hwr

' e-l7"x'K2(t)dt = 2ff-5-"Ari^ +mX\

for A E R. Since these Fourier transforms have no real zeros, the proposition follows

from Wiener's Tauberian theorem.

Note. A slightly more general theorem is proved in [Jc. §4.2],

By applying Proposition II.3.1 to fix) = K(x) + K(-x) (x > 0) we see at once

that if one of the limits

lim (trace(7r„AL,,w„))/(M + 1)    and     lim (1/27) (V(x) dx
»i — x T^x J-T

exists, then so does the other and assumes the same value. The proof of Theorem II. 1

is complete.

4. The Szegö limit theorem for multiplication operators. We restrict ourselves in

this section mainly to multiplication operators A = Mv where V E L°°(R); we shall

give some indications how to treat more general operators at the end of this section.

We shall often write F instead of Mv.

We want to find a sufficiently large class of functions V E L°°(R) for which

the following holds: if / is a continuous function defined on R, then

limB^œ(/(îrJI.iWKîrII))/(M + 1) exists and equals limr_K(l/27)/_7r/(F(x))c/x. To do

this we first introduce the class G1)S.
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Definition II.4.1. % is the set of all V E ¿M(R) for which

hmT^Jl/2T)jTTVkix) dx exists for all k = 0,1.

For the time being we allow V to be complex-valued, but later on we shall have to

restrict ourselves to real-valued K's. We note that for any n = 1,2_ there is a

V E LxiR) such that limT^x(l/2T)fTTVkix) dx exists for k = 0,1,...,« - 1, and

such that lim7-^0C(l/27)/_7rK"(x) dx does not exist. The class ^í is not linear.

We give some simple properties of the class s¡£.

Lemma II.4.1. lim7-_0C(l/27)/_7r/(K(x))i/x exists if f: R -» C is continuous and

V E *&.

Proof. Since / is continuous and V E L°°(R) we can find a sequence iP„)„ of

polynomials such that Pn(V(x)) ->/(K(x)) uniformly in x E R. The lemma easily

follows.

Definition II.4.2. For V E LX(R) we put

'T

p(V):= limsup— f \V(x)
T^ x -T

dx.

Lemma II.4.2. Let V„ E LX(R), \\Vn\\x < M, V E L°°(R), V„ E %, p(Vn - V) - 0

in - oo). Then V E ^£.

Proof. Let k = 0,1,.. .,e > 0. We have for n = 0,1,

A

,T>0

27.
:fT{Vk(x) - V(x))dx ^4rSjV"{x) ~ V(x)]dx'

whereA := kmax(Mk~x,\\V\\kx'x).Let

/<*>: =   lim ^-fTVk(x)dx.
T^x   ¿'  J-T

Take n so large that p(V„ — V) < e/2/1, and then take 70 so large that

<e,^f_TVk(x)dx-

JfjjKW- V(x)\dx^2p(V„- V)

if 7 > 70. Then we have for TX,T2> 70 that

27,
fTiVk(x)dx-^rfTlVk(x)dx

-7*i 2-7?

From this it follows that lim7-„DC(l/27)/_7rK*(x) ¿x exists for all £. Hence F E eÜS.

lim —
r-x 7

í/x

Lemma II.4.3. (i) ¿II, contains all V E Lx(R)for which

(x)-L+\dx = 0=  lim -f°\V(x) -
'0 r-oo   7  7_r

/or some L+ , L_E C.

(ii) ^ contains all V which are almost periodic in the following sense: there exists a

bounded sequence of trigonometric polynomials Vn such that p(V„ — V) — 0 (n -» oo).
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(iii) fa¥ contains all V E Lx(R)for which there exists a g: R — C, locally of bounded

variation, such that p(VA - V) - 0 // A - oo. Here VA(x) = jAAe~2,niXxdg(X) is

assumed to be uniformly bounded.

Proof, (i) Define K0(x) = L+ or L_ according as x > 0 or x < 0. Then V0 E %

and piV - V0) = 0. Hence V E cîîli by Lemma II.4.2.

(ii) We only need to check that trigonometric polynomials are in Gl\S. That is easy.

(iii) Let A > 0 be such that ±A are continuity points of g. Then VAix) =

jA^-iviXx dg(X + 0) for x E R (we have g(A + 0) = lim,^ g(rj)). Now put gA(X)

= g(A + 0) if \X\<A, gAiX) = giA) if X>A and gA(X) = g(-A) if A < -A. It

follows from the theory of characteristic functions of probability distributions that

(VA(x))k = [j e~2^x dgA(X)]k =fe-2^xdgkjX),

where dgk A is the /t-fold convolution of dgA with itself. Now, by Fubini's theorem

and dominated convergence,

üm iff^fe-^dgkJX)} dx = (dgkM){0).

Hence VA E %. From this the lemma easily follows.

As in Part I we follow Widom's approach as presented in Guillemin's survey

paper. That is, we let k = 1,2,..., and we want to show that \\mnVkmn — (TtnVirn)k\\x

= o(n) (n -» oo). Here || ||, is the trace class norm. It will be sufficient to show that

\\irnV(I — irn)||2 = o(n'/2) in -» oo). Here || ||2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.

Lemma II.4.4. Denote Vxix) := e-27,iXx (x E R)for X E R. Then

\\ir„MVxil - tt„)\\2 = 0(X2 + \X\{n~).

Proof. We have \(Vx>pk, t,)\=\(Tx,pk, ^,)\ for allX E R, k = 0,1,..., / = 0,1,....

This is so because L^\pk = (-/)'iir'A ("Tdenotes the Fourier transform) for k = 0,1_

and (lJFx/)(x) = (cJ/)(x + A) = (TxíF/)(x) for A, x E R, / E L2(R). Let C < 1.

By the corollary at the end of §2 we can find a > 0 such that

|(7x^,^)|^C/-Aexp(-VA2)

for A E R, k > A2, / - k >\ X \ fk/a. Now

ll»A('-Oll!=   £      £    l(W*.1rï)f".
A=0 / = »»+!

For k < A2 we estimate 2f=n+, | ( Vx\pk, ̂,) |2 by 1. For A2 < k < n we have

/=«+i »»+i«/<í7+ixiv»ír/o /s«+ixivAr/o

The second one of these sums can be estimated by

exp(-77A2)(l - c2)-'c2("-/t+^/<'\

and if we sum this over all k we get a number that is at most (1 — C2)"2exp(-7rA2).

And the sum of \iVx\pk, ̂ /)|2 over all k and all / with n + 1 < / < n + \X\fñ/o
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yields a number <| A | fñ/o. Putting the estimates together we get

\\"„VX(I - Oil! *£ A2 + |A| {n/o + (1 - C2)"2exp(-WA2)

as desired.

Lemma II.4.4 is used to prove the following proposition.

Proposition II.4.1. // V is a trigonometric polynomial and f is a polynomial, then

||/(7T„KO-^°^lll = 0(«V4)-

Proof. Let F(x) = 2f=0c,Vxix). We may assume, by linearity and the triangle

inequality for || ||,, that/(x) = xk for some k = 0,1,.... We have

%\ 2 c,Vx\  ir„=  2
/=o /,=0 /4 = 0

•C,1T„Vx X,     »i

We write

*„\.V-= "»Ki*»+ (/ " v^)v4v- + (' - O).v-)'

and we expand the product at the right-hand side. We get trnVx trn.irnVx ttn +

sum of products each of which involves at least one factor mnVxiI — mn). The

trace norm of each of the terms in this sum can be estimated (as <nn, I — mn,Vx

all have operator norm < 1) by ||wBKx(/ - wj|, < ||vrJ|2||77„Fx(/ - -un)\\2 =

in + l)x/20in]/4). Here A is one of the A/s. Hence we get

m       k

WJ    2  CIV\]    "n-    2    ■•■     2      IÍ  C,tT„VXi7rn
\ 1=0 ' /,=0 lt = 0 i=\ '

= 0(«3/4).

The multiple sum here equals [T„(2Jl0c/Fx)7rn]A: = iirnVirn)k, and the proof is

complete.

Note. With a similar proof one can show the following. Let g be locally of

bounded variation, and let / be a polynomial. Then we have for all A > 0 that

"j(fA Vx dgiX)Y„ - /( ̂ nfA Vx dg(X)vn 0(n3/4).

We assume from now on that V is real-valued. This is mainly done to be able to

include general continuous functions /.

Lemma II.4.5. Let g: R -> C be continuous and V E L°°(R) real-valued. Then

¡tracegi^nVnn)\< in+l)sup{\gix)\\\x\^\\V\\x).

Proof. The operator Tr„Virn has, as a finite rank operator, a real symmetric matrix

{{v^k,^i))k.i=o.n which is diagonizable as diag(a0,...,a„) where |aj< \\V\\X.

Now tracegÍTrnVtT„) = tracediag(g(a0),.. .,g(a„)), and the lemma follows.

The following lemma is important, for it expresses that the trace norm of 7r„Fwn

can be estimated by an expression related to piV).
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Lemma II.4.6. There is a constant a > 0 with the following property. For any

V, VQ E LX(R), k = 0,l,...we have

\\(<n„V<n„)k - (»„KoO*'., = oln  sup   ±fT\ V(x) - VQ(x)\dx\.
'     T^ajñ ' I

Proof. For any two bounded operators A, B of L2(R) we have that Ak — Bk =

HA — B) + B)k — Bk = sum in which each term has at least one factor A — B.

Hence |Kt„Kit„)* - (ir„V0ir„)k\\x < C\\ir„(V- V0)ir„\\x where C is independent of n.

Here we use that tt„, V, V0 are bounded in operator norm. We observe further that we

can write v„(V- V0)w„ = ir„(V - V0)+-rtn - mn(V - V0)_tt„, where (V - V0)+ =

max(F- Vo,0),iV- V0)_= max(K0 - K,0). The operators ttn(V- V0)±ir„ are

positive, whence we have that \\ir„(V — Fg)^,,!!, = trace(77„(F — V0)± tt„). And

A=0 -°o A=0

,oo " /-oo "

f   (V-V0)+ix)2Vk(x)dx+f   iV-V0)_ix) ïti(x)dx
-oo A=0

n

/oo m*)- ^o(*)i 2 **(*)<**•
k = 0

For « = 1,2,... let tH = 2_1/". We have by Mehler's formula

00 °°

\«*iy- V0)mH\\x<2J   \V(x) - V0(x)\ 2 tk„ti(x)dx
-oa A = 0

= 2V2r|I/(x)-F0(x)|(l-í2)-1/2exp(-27rx2|^)íyx.
■'-00 \ '    —   '»!   /

If e > 0, we have

^exp(-7rex2)< £ ^2-,+ lXl_a/.B/],
/= i

where a, = (llog2/Tte)]/2 for / = 1,2.Hence if C = 4(77 ' log2)1/2 we have

oc ,

Veexp(-7r£x2) < C 2 2"//1/2y-x(_a/.£,/1-

We get

feT]V(x)- V0(x)\exp(-nex2)dx < C £ 2"//'/2^- f'| F(x) - F0(x) | dx.
-oo i=x ¿alJ-a,

Observing that a( 3* (log2/7r)1/2e-'/2 for / = 1,2,... and that 1 - t„ = (l/n) log2

+ 0(l/n2) we easily get the result by taking e = 2(1 — i„)(l + r,,)"1.

Corollary. 7/iere are a, b > 0 such that for V E L°°(R)

¿IKFirJI, < b  sup   ^/V(*)i<&-
T>U)/ñ '
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With all these lemmas available now we can prove the main results of this section.

We give one final definition.

Definition 11.4.3. Let ^lí, be the set of all real-valued V E % for which

lim„^x(trace f(Tr„V'nn))/(n + 1) exists and equals iimr_co(l/27)/_7r/(F(x))<ix if/:

R — C is continuous.

Theorem II.2a. Let A > 0, and let g: R -» R be of bounded variation on [-A, A].

Assume that V(x) := fAAe~2'tXx dgiX) E R for x E R. Then V E %.

Proof. We know that V E %. Let k = 0,1,_By the note following Proposition

II.4.1 we know that

|trácelo* - txace{ttnVk<nn)\= 0(«3/4).

By    Theorem    II.1    we    know    that    lim„^00(trace(7rnF/t77n))/(rc +  1) =

limr_0C(l/27)/_77-K,I(x)i/x. Hence limn_00(trace(7rnF77n)'r)/(« + 1) exists and has

the required value. If/: R — C is continuous, then we can approximate/uniformly

on the set (x||x|< HKH^} by polynomials. Now Lemma II.4.5 gives the result.

Note. All trigonometric polynomials are in sl£x.

Theorem II.2b. Let V E L°°(R) be real-valued, and let iVl)l be a sequence in slfSx

with \\V,\\X <M,p(V- V,) - 0. Then V E %.

Proof. By Lemma II.4.2 we know that V E <¥. As in the proof of Theorem II.2a

it is enough to show that

1 1 T

lim ——- traced„Vttn)k = lim — /   Vk(x) dx   for k = 0,1,....
«-oc n + 1 r-oc 27 J_T

There are MK, a > 0 such that

^ItraceKKO* " tracei%V^,)k \^-^\\i%Vnn)k - {«„V^fh

<Mk sup   2ffT\V(x)- V,ix)\dx

by Lemma II.4.6 (the proof of that lemma shows that we can take Mk independent

of /). Take e > 0, and let / be such that p(V — V¡)< e/2Mk. Next let N be so large

that

1 T

27=/ \V(*)- V,ix)\dx<2piV- V,)<e/Mk        (T^a{Ñ).

We then have that |((trace(ir„F7r„)*)/(H + 1) - tracedF/TtJ*)^ eifn>N. Since

V, E %x we can take Nx > N so big that

— traceÍ7tnVlTtn)k -  lim — f  Vkix)dx<e
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if n > Nx. Then for n > N¡

-^---traceÍ7r„V7rn)k

The proof is complete.

Consequences. Almost periodic functions are elements of %x. Here we mean by an

almost periodic function a real-valued function V E L°°(R) for which there exists a

bounded sequence iV„)„ of trigonometric polynomials such that p(F — V„) -» 0

(n -» oo ). Also, any V E L°°(R), for which there exists a g which is locally of

bounded variation such that piVA — V) -» 0 (/I -> oo) where VAix) '■ =

i-Ae' 2,Xï dg(X) is uniformly bounded, is an element of 6l\Sx.

Theorem II.2c. Let V E L°°(R), and assume that hmx^±xVix) = ±1. Then

V E %.

Proof. Let A > 0, and define VAix) := il/7r)fAAHsin tx)/t) dt. We claim that

VA E %v Unfortunately we cannot apply one of our theorems immediately; instead

we have to check certain steps in our proofs. We observe that

limr_00(l/27)/_7rK/f(x)i/x exists for all k, since VAix) -» sgn(x) if |x|— oo. In

accordance with the general theme we shall show that \\tt„VaíI — 7r„)||2 = o(«l/2).

Therefore we consider for k = 0,1.1 = k + I,...

(VAk^t) = ^fj^^,(x),^,(x)) dt.

We have for 111*ZA (recall that (Rhf) (x) = exp(-27r/6x)/(x))

(^**(*). */(*)) =Jft[{*-,/2.*k>*i) - (R,/i.*k,1>i)]-

The terms iR±l/2„\pk, \p,) can be estimated by using the results of §2. Note that the

fact that iTa\pk, yp¡) has a zero of order / — k at a = 0 comes in quite handy here. We

easily get that r\untx^k(x), t/»,(x)) = 0(C'~k) (Jt > t2/4it2,1 > k + efk) for

some C E (0,1), e > 0; here 0 holds uniformly in t E[-A, A]. We conclude as

before that \\ir„VA(I - irj|2 = 0(«1/4). Hence VA E %.

Now VAix) = (l/w^^^sin t)/t)dt sgn(x) -» sgn(x) uniformly in any set not

containing 0 if A -> oo, and the VAs are uniformly bounded. Hence sgn e%x, and

obviously p'V — sgn) = 0, so that by Theorem II.2b we see that V E %x, and the

proof is complete.

tZ 27
fTVk(x)
J-T

dx

1

n + 1
trace(7r„Kw„)A

1

n+ 1
trace(ir„i>J

+

-^tracei,nV,,,,)k-limx^fy{x)dx

lim ^-(T{Vk(x)-Vk(x))dx
T~oc  ¿1  J-T

2e + /cmax(MA,||F||^)e/2MA..
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We conclude Part II with some remarks. Our explicit formulas enable us to

investigate in certain cases how fast (trace f(trnVtTn))/(n + 1) converges to its limit.

Since the exponentials played a special role in this part we first assume that

V = Vxix) = expi-2-niXx), and that/(x) = x. We have the formula

traceKK^J =   £ {V^k^k)=\ £ {-\)kw[o,\x;^k,^k\
k=0 L A = 0 V       L '

=   £ e-"x2/2L,(77A2) = e-"xl'2L<„l\irX2)

A = 0

(here L(X) is the nth Laguerre polynomial of first order; cf. §2(g) of Part II). We have

used here [Sz, (5.1.13)]. Now one has very precise knowledge of the behavior of the

functions exp(-x/2)L*,1)(x) (cf. e.g. [Sz, Chapter 8 or AW, table on p. 699]). As a

consequence one can show that

n+l, A = 0,

O(n), 0<7tA2<1/ji,

trace( *■„*>«) 0(«,/4(77A2r3/4),     l/n<wX2<6n,

0(nx/6/X), rrX2>ôn,

0(exp(-£A2)), 77A2>4(1+T})«.

Here £ > 0, and S, tj are positive and sufficiently small.

We have e.g.: if A ̂  0, then (trace(77„*>„))/(« + 1) = 0(w"3/4). One might have

expected here 0(n~x) since (1 /2T)\JTe-2mXx dx = 0(1/7).

For a more general V we must know how well V can be approximated by linear

combinations of exponentials; here Lemma II.4.6 is relevant. And if e.g. V is of the

form fxxe-2,uXx dg(X), then

/OO
expi-^X2/2)L^(mX2)dg(X),

-00

and we can read off from the estimates just given how fast l(trace(TTnVTrn))/(n + 1)

converges to (dg) {0}.

If V is a trigonometric polynomial again, and / is a polynomial, then II.4.1

together with the remarks made above can tell us how fast (trace f(%VTrn))/(n + I)

approaches its limit if n -» oo. In the general case we must, of course, know how well

/ and V can be approximated by polynomials and trigonometric polynomials

respectively.

We finally indicate how the results of this section can be generalized to operators

which are not multiplication operators. For any complex measure u defined on R2

with | /i | (R2 ) < oo we let A be the operator whose Weyl symbol a is given by

a(x, 0 = jexp(2iri(qi - px)) dp(q, p)
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(cf. §1 of Part II; it is easy to check that A^ is a bounded operator of L2(R)), i.e. d is

the symplectic Fourier transform of a. For this A the trace theorem holds, for we

have (cf. the formulas in §1)

^-j-tracedAßwm) =^y 2 (V*-+*)

7Tt/2 (^.p^^k)dp(q,p)"        '       A=()

^-f/exp(^(í72+/,2)/2)L:,"(7r(92+r))^(í7./']

and this tends to (J/x){(0,0)} = lim7.^00(l/77-7)/A.2+£2<ra(x, £) dx d£ (for the latter

relation one uses Fubini's theorem and dominated convergence).

It can be shown that for A the Szegö theorem holds as well if it, decays sufficiently

fast at oo, provided that A is selfadjoint. To sketch the proof, let px and ¡i2 be as /i

in the previous paragraph. It is a well-known fact of the Weyl calculus that

A^ A    = A^^, where ix3 is the twisted convolution product of px and /i2, given by

JfdPi = Jljexpi-Ttip'q + iripq')f(q', p') dp2(q' - q, p' - p) \ dpx(q, p)

for all continuous /: R2 — C of compact support. Observe that p2 is a complex

measure with |fi3|(R2) < oo.  We conclude that  lim„^a.itracei'nnAkm„))/(n + 1)

exists and has the right value for k = 0,1,_ We finally need an estimate on

\\irnA (I — tr„)\\2 (o(nx/1) suffices). Therefore one proceeds as in Lemma 11.4.4 and

estimates the sum 2¡,'=02^=„|(^/1^A, \p/)\2. Since

(v*«+/)={^yfw(\p- \q' **-*')Mq-p)
one can use the estimates on the Wigner functions of §2. It is not hard to formulate

sufficient conditions on \i so that ||w„^M(/ — 7r„)||2 = o(n]/2) (e.g. /t. has compact

support suffices).
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